Elgin Butler introduces an artistic glazed thin brick product that refines textured face brick with the beauty of superior ceramic glazes. Available in a wide array of standard and custom colors, Architectural Glazed Thin Brick is ideal for both interior and exterior applications. Inspire the most stunning commercial and residential designs with the new and innovative glazed thin brick.
GLAZED THIN BRICK:

Size shall be 1/2” thickness by:
- Modular (2-1/4”x 7-5/8”)
- Modified Standard (2-1/2”x8”)
- Modified Norman (2-1/2”x11-1/2”)
- Modified Utility (3-1/2”x11-1/2”)
- Closure (3-5/8”x7-5/8”)

ARCHITECTURAL GLAZED THIN BRICK SPECIFICATION, as supplied by Elgin Butler Company, shall comply with ASTM C 1088-11, Grade Exterior for physical properties, Type TBS; and ASTM C 126-11 for Properties of Finish on a wire cut texture.

Note: Special or decorative glazes may not meet the requirements for properties of finish for crazing, hardness or abrasion. Manufacturer’s standard sizes, shapes and glazes shall be selected by specifier.
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